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Your mobile speed and usability results from Test My Site »

Let's get your mobile site up to
speed.
Here's a recap of your results from Test My Site »
Use the recommendations below to make sure you're getting the most from
www.datalifehealth...*. Be sure to share this report with your webmaster.

Results for www.datalifehealth...*
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32%

S

Loading time: Poor

Estimated visitor loss
(Due to speed)

The following recommendations could reduce
loading time by ~4 seconds.

4

S

Make your site faster
SPEED : Poor

Should fix

Consider fixing

Looks good

Reduce page weight
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Compress images
See how to optimize images so your page loads faster »
Compress resources with GZIP
See how to enable GZIP compression »
Minify resources
See how to minify HTML, CSS, and JavaScript »

Reduce number of requests
Leverage browser caching
See how storing data in your local browsers can reduce
network delays »
Eliminate render-blocking JavaScript and CSS in above-thefold content
See how scripts may be slowing your site down »
Avoid landing page redirects

Make a quick first impression
Load visible content before CSS and JS files
Reduce server response time
See how lowering server response time can improve your
speed »

Make your site easy to use
USABILITY : Does not pass

Should fix

Looks good

Avoid plugins
Configure the viewport
Size content to viewport
See how to size content to the viewport »
Size tap targets appropriately
See how to size tap targets appropriately »
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Use legible font sizes

Make your page lightning fast with AMP.

Once you've made these improvements, make sure to retest your site to see your
new score.

* The URL that appears in the body of this email has been truncated. Here is the full URL we tested:
https://www.datalifehealth.com/
Loading time: This is how long the primary content of your page takes to appear using Chrome on a Moto G4 device within a 3G
network. Loading time can vary based on server location, device, browser, and third-party apps. If your site contains carousels,
overlays, or interstitials, this may impact your loading time results. To test using different settings, visit webpagetest.org.
Estimated visitor loss: This is the probability of a user leaving this webpage as a result of waiting for more than three seconds for it to
load. Source
Estimated time savings assumption is from the PageSpeed Insights "Bytes saved" figure and an internal Google study correlating
reduction in page weight with the resulting impact on load time. Loading time savings vary depending on network, device, server, site
design, and implementation.
This information is intended as a guideline only. Google does not guarantee improvements in your site's performance, which may vary
based on location, device, browser, or other factors.
This email was sent to contact@alagurajeshwaran.com because you indicated that you'd like to receive occasional emails containing
recommendations for certain Google products and services, and help and tips based on your Test My Site results. If you don't want to
receive such emails in the future, please unsubscribe here: https://www.google.com/appserve/mkt/optout/AEJcqXr9LolCKNZhljI-L2-dbe
wIN5V64mYf7o4PxBMJ-l5Ik-yQ8w4IstrHP7tJIA?hl=en_us
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